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Ian Crane rides the Psycho Killer
Photos: AlaniMedia



The Psycho Killer is a psychotic spin off 
from the ever popular Quiver Killer. 
Featuring all the design aspects that made 
the Quiver Killer one of the most popular 
surfboards in the world for the last few 
years, it’s easy to catch waves and 
create speed.  It loves tubes, and flat faces, 
and is fully capable of performing full 
rail carves and nimble maneuvers when 
asked. This sort of wide ranging function 
is what makes the “Killer” Series a favorite 
for surfers from our top team to everyday 
Janes and Joes.

• Revamped outline, featuring a refined 
nose curve and double bump Swallow Tail, 
for more “Pop” in small surf, while 
retaining hold in solid waves.

• New “Hidden Volume”, two stage deck 
line.  Packs in the foam for paddling, drive 
and stability, but keeps the rails 
sensitive and agile for precise rail based 
surfing. 

• Comes standard with deep double 
concave through the tail rocker, or can be 
really souped-up with R-4 Channels out 
the tail.

PRO DIMS BRO DIMS
5’0 17.63 2.07  20.00
5’2 18.00 2.13  21.75
5’3 18.18 2.18  22.50
5’4 18.32 2.20  23.50
5’5 18.50 2.25  24.75
5’6 18.75 2.25  25.50
5’7 19.00 2.30  26.75
5’8 19.25 2.32  28.00
5’9 19.38 2.35  29.00

5’10 19.50 2.38  30.00
5’11 19.75 2.44  31.50

6’0 20.00 2.50  33.00
6’1 20.13 2.50  34.00
6’2 20.25 2.56  35.50
6’3 20.38 2.60  36.75
6’4 20.50 2.63  38.00

5’6 19.25 2.35  27.25
5’7 19.38 2.38  28.25
5’8 19.50 2.40  29.25
5’9 19.75 2.44  30.50

5’10 20.00 2.50  32.00
5’11 20.25 2.56  33.50
6’0 20.50 2.63  35.50
6’1 20.75 2.63  36.50
6’2 21.00 2.70  38.50
6’3 21.00 2.75  39.50
6’4 21.25 2.75  40.50
6’5 21.38 2.75  41.50
6’6 21.50 2.85  43.50AVAILABLE IN



AVAILABLE IN

“Uber” means excessive, beyond, and above all.  
The new Uber Driver is just that.  Excessive fun, 
beyond expectations and above all - a great 
everyday surfboard.  It’s designed to further 
blend the barriers between hybrids and 
Pro-Formance surfboards.
 
The Uber Driver features the outline and 
rocker/concaves from the back half (engine 
room/control center) of the DRIVERS currently 
ridden in smaller waves on tour by Kolohe 
Andino and Griffin Colapinto.   It is then 
blended to a lower, wider, faster, more forgiving 
and playful nose.  The tail features a low 
centerline rocker with a curvy rail line rocker 
under the rear foot, that transitions from a 
generous single/double concave through the 
front fins, to a noticeable vee behind the rear 
fin and out the tail.  The nose rocker and 
forward outline was imported from our Rocket 
series outlines, and allows this board to be 
ridden shorter, with more speed out the gate 
and more drive and stability for everyday 
surfers.  The outline and rocker are blended in 
a way that enables the board to still be surfed 
like a modern Pro-formance shortboard.  It just 
feels like you’e cheating a little.  The 
Uber-Driver is the Ripper’s Pro-formance 
hybrid.  Uber-ripping fun for everyone.

DIMS
5’4 18.38 2.28 24.00 
5’5 18.50 2.32 25.00
5’6 18.63 2.35 26.00
5’7 18.75 2.38 27.00
5’8 19.00 2.38 28.00
5’9 19.25 2.38 29.00

5’10 19.50 2.44 30.00
5’11 19.75 2.45 31.25

6’0 20.00  2.50 32.25
6’1 20.13 2.50 33.25
6’2 20.25 2.56 34.50
6’3 20.38 2.56 35.50
6’4 20.50 2.63 37.25
6’5 20.75 2.70 39.50
6’6 21.00 2.75 41.00



DIMS

The Puddle Jumper HP is a souped up, 
slimmed down, refined Puddle Jumper.  It 
features a pulled in nose with the wide point 
brought back, and a narrower, pulled in tail 
block.  The new outline enables the PJHP to 
surf even more like a normal board- a very 
playful board that’s easy to paddle and ride 
yet still allows more radical and quick turns 
than all the other PJ models.  It’s easy on 
the eyes, sleek and refined under the arm, 
and its smooth foiled lines deceptively hide 
its significant volume – with built-in speed 
to spare.  Stand on the tail of this thing and 
simply go to town, up and down, round and 
round, like you have a motor in small surf.  
The tail, with its foiled rails and deep vee, 
holds in and give confidence at high speeds.  
The overall flat rocker, generous width, and 
deep central concave generate small wave 
squirt like you would expect from a Puddle 
jumper. 

The Puddle Jumper HP can take the 
domesticated gentleman into a realm 
thought long gone.  Speed, with quickness, 
fast but loose, precise but playful.  If you are 
one of the thousands of surfers who have 
enjoyed one of the Puddle Jumper series, 
the PJHP allows you to take your small wave 
surfing to the next level.  

5’0  19.25   2.32  24.50 
5’2  19.50  2.32  25.75  
5’3  19.63  2.35  26.75    
5’4  19.75  2.35  27.50 
5’5  19.88  2.38  28.50   
5’6  20.00  2.45  29.50 
5’7  20.25  2.50  31.00 
5’8  20.50  2.50  32.00 
5’9  20.75  2.53  33.50 

5’10 21.00  2.56  35.00 
5’11  21.25  2.63  36.75 
6’0  21.50  2.66  38.00 
6’1  21.75  2.70  40.00 
6’2 22.00 2.75  42.00 

6’4  22.00  2.80  44.00 
6’6  22.25  2.88  47.00 


